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Dynamic Decomposition of Motion in
Essential and Parkinsonian Tremor
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ABSTRACT: Background: Treatment options for essential (ET) and Parkinson disease (PD) tremor are suboptimal, with significant side
effects. Botulinum toxin type A (BoNT A) is successfully used in management of various focal movement disorders but is not widely used
for tremor. Method: This study examines complexity of wrist tremor in terms of involvement of its three anatomical degrees of freedom
(DOF) in two common situations of rest and posture. The study examines tremor in 11 ET and 17 PD participants by kinematic
decomposition of motion in 3-DOF. Results: Tremor decomposition showed the motion involved more than one DOF (<70% contribution
in one DOF) in most ET (rest: 100%, posture: 64%) and PD (rest: 77%, posture: 77%) patients. Task variation resulted in change in both
amplitude and composition in ET, but not in PD. Amplitude significantly increased from rest to posture in ET. Directional bias was
observed at the wrist for ET (pronation), and PD (extension, ulnar deviation, pronation). Average agreement between clinical visual and
kinematic selection of muscles was 55% across all subjects. Conclusion: This study shows the complexity of tremor and the difficulty in
visual judgment of tremor, which may be key to the success of targeted focal treatments such as BoNT A.

RÉSUMÉ: Décomposition dynamique du mouvement dans le tremblement essential et le tremblement parkinsonien. Contexte : Les options de
traitement du tremblement essentiel (TE) et du tremblement dû à la maladie de Parkinson (MP) sont sous-optimales et comportent des effets secondaires
importants. La toxine botulique de type A (BoNT A) est utilisée avec succès dans le traitement de différents troubles focaux du mouvement, mais elle n’est
pas utilisée couramment pour traiter le tremblement.Méthode : Cette étude examine la complexité du tremblement du poignet en termes de ses trois degrés
anatomiques de liberté (DDL) dans deux situations fréquentes soit le tremblement de repos et le tremblement postural. L’étude examine le tremblement
chez 11 patients atteints de TE et 17 patients atteints de MP au moyen de la décomposition cinématique du mouvement en 3 DDL. Résultats: La
décomposition du tremblement a montré que le mouvement impliquait plus d’un DDL (contribution <70% dans un DDL) chez la plupart des patients
atteints de TE (de repos : 100% ; postural : 64%) et chez les patients atteints deMP (de repos : 77% ; postural : 77%). Une variation des tâches provoquait un
changement tant de l’amplitude que de la composition dans le TE, mais non dans la MP. L’amplitude augmentait significativement du repos à la situation
du maintien d’une posture dans le TE. Un biais directionnel a été observé au niveau du poignet dans le TE (pronation) et dans la MP (extension, déviation
cubitale, pronation). La concordance moyenne entre la sélection visuelle clinique et cinématique des muscles était de 55% pour l’ensemble des sujets.
Conclusion : Cette étude montre la complexité du tremblement et la difficulté de porter un jugement visuel sur le tremblement, un élément clé du succès de
traitements focaux ciblés tels la BoNT A.
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Tremor is one of the most prevalent adult movement disorders.1

Many muscles are involved with the motion required to generate
tremor, particularly in the upper limb. However, to date, the
complexity and variability of tremor movements at a particular
joint have not yet been effectively explored, characterized, and
decomposed into the constituent separate motions such as flexion/
extension, pronation/supination etc. Although visual evaluation of
tremor by a physician is often sufficient in order to make clinical
diagnosis of essential tremor (ET) or Parkinsonian (PD) tremor,
visual inspection is not a reliable way to decompose the tremor.
Tremor is multi-joint, with complexities and variability that need
to be objectively characterized. Objective tools that help in
understanding the multi-joint, multi-directional complexity and
variability of tremor have not been developed.

Treatment of tremor involves pharmacological and surgical
interventions. In patients with essential tremor, two agents,

primidone and propranolol, have proven efficacy.2 In addition, for
those presenting with severe disability, deep brain stimulation
(DBS) of the thalamus (ventrointermediate nucleus (VIM nucleus))
as well as thalamotomy have been considered.3 However, sub-
stantial long-term side effects and risks exist and, as a result, many
patients do not seek out help and remain untreated.

In patients with Parkinson disease, symptomatic treatment
remains predominantly in the dopaminergic domain. Although
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non-motor symptoms of PD such as postural instability, swal-
lowing difficulty and mood are found to be less responsive to this
form of treatment, most cardinal motor symptoms that represent
PD respond very well to dopaminergic replacement. However, as
the pre-eminent hyperkinetic motor symptom of PD, tremor remains
difficult to treat.2,4-7 Data on the benefit of medications such as
anticholinergics.5,8-9 levodopa,9) and dopamine agonists.2,4,9 for
the treatment of tremor are inconsistent, and especially in the case
of the agonists, retrospective. Anticholinergics produce sub-
stantial side effects and are contraindicated in many patients.8,9

The need for an effective and well tolerated treatment of tremor
therefore remains a significant unmet need in PD.

The use of botulinum toxin (BoNTA) for the treatment of focal
dystonia is well established.10 While injection of BoNT A in the
extremities is a viable option for the treatment of tremor,7,11,12 it
has not been indicated or widely adopted for clinical treatment,
given impairment of limb function from excessive or unwanted
muscle weakness.6 As with all injections in the limbs, especially
in the upper limbs, injectors face difficulties for injection includ-
ing identification of the dynamics of the movement (movement
characterization), appropriate muscle selection due to multiple
muscles contributing to the same movement direction, dosing per
muscle per injection site, and muscle localization for injection.
Clinical experience and extensive anatomical knowledge do pro-
vide insight into the issues related to dosing per muscle and the
primary actions of muscles. Similarly, muscle localization for
injection can be achieved using targeting technologies such as
electromyography (EMG) or ultrasound. Accurate movement
characterization is required for optimizing muscle selection.
However, prior to all of this, the first step, of characterization of
the dynamics of the movement at the joint and therefore the
decomposition of the tremor at the joint, needs to be done. The
clinician selects muscles to inject entirely on this decomposition
of the dynamics of the joint movement. Currently, such char-
acterization is done entirely on the basis of visual inspection and
“gestalt” of the injector. Due to the number of factors involved,
such as the variability of the tremor and differences across
patients, visually-guided assessments and subsequent injections
are prone to failure and side effects,5,10 limiting the use of BoNT
A for tremor treatment.

Kinematic methodology is well established for studying the
dynamics of movement in the upper limb.13,14 Technological
advances have made this a reliable and viable option in the
characterization of complex movements such as tremor. Wrist
tremor is variable and has three anatomical components of
movement: flexion/extension (F/E), radial/ulnar (R/U), pronation/
supination (P/S). Hence, visually-guided judgment of the com-
plexity of movement over time may be difficult. Kinematic
methodology can allow for objective assessment of all these
variables, potentially leading to improved characterization of
tremor dynamics.

In order to understand the biomechanics of tremor in both ET
and PD, this study aimed to evaluate the composition (how much
F/E, R/U, P/S) of these tremor types at the wrist and to demon-
strate the complexity of dynamics of the tremor. Since the
dynamics of motion are what the clinician uses to determine
which muscles they might inject, an important second goal of the
study was to study if the clinician would make a different selection
of muscles based on their visual assessment as compared with the
data provided by kinematics. These two methods of muscle

selection were, however, not compared in regards to efficacy after
BoNT A injections but simply to highlight the difficulties asso-
ciated with tremor dynamics. Finally, based on kinematics, this
paper offers a general framework of tremor dynamics that could
be considered for clinical injection protocols in the absence of
kinematics.

METHODS

A sample of ET and PD patients was recruited for participation
in the study by a single Movement Disorders Neurologist (MJ)
from a tertiary care movement disorders clinic. Patients were
enrolled in a larger ongoing study on the optimization of BoNT A
injection for focal hand tremor over an eight month period.
Baseline data for the first 11 patients with clinically confirmed ET
and 17 with PD were studied (Table 1). The diagnosis of ET by a
movement disorders specialist (MJ) was based on the current
standards.15,16 All PD patients met the United Kingdom Brain
Bank criteria for PD. Inclusion criteria involved all subjects to
be 1) on stable medication management a minimum of six months
prior to enrolment, with none withheld for this study 2) having
tremor as their primary and most bothersome symptom 3) botu-
linum toxin naive. None of the subjects had other neurological
disorders. For data recording, the motor dominant hand was
considered for the ET patients. In PD patients, the hand reported to
have the larger tremor amplitude was assessed, regardless of
handedness, and all kinematic assessments were carried out in the
“on” medication state. The study protocol was approved by the
Human Subjects Research Ethics Board (HSREB) of Western
University (REB#17551) and all participants signed informed
consent prior to their participation.

Kinematic Recording Method

Kinematic devices were used to record the composition of
wrist tremor. Decomposition of tremor implies a breakdown into
the main subcomponents of the tremor directions: flexion, exten-
sion, pronation, supination, radial, and ulnar deviation. Wrist F/E
and R/U were measured using a twin flexible axis electro-
goniometer (SG65, Biometrics Ltd) placed across the wrist joint.
Forearm P/S was measured using a 2D inclinometer (Noraxon®)
secured to the dorsal surface of the hand. Together, sensors pro-
vided three degrees of freedom (DOF) angular measurements at
the wrist. Finger tremor was also recorded using a linear accel-
erometer (three dimensional (3D), 6 g, Noraxon®) at the distal
interphalangeal joint of the middle finger (Figure 1) giving three
degrees of linear acceleration.

This measure provided us with an overall measure of tremor
severity. The sensors were attached to standard positions using
medical grade tape, and were connected to a laptop through Tel-
eMyo 2400 T G2 and PC interface. Data were digitally sampled
(at 1500 Hz, using MyoResearch XP Master Edition 1.08.09
software, Noraxon®) and saved for off-line processing and ana-
lysis. All recordings were performed in the seated position.

The accelerometer was a secondary measure only to assess
overall severity and its readings were not used for decomposition
of tremor at the wrist. It is possible that in addition to the move-
ments of the tremor itself, the limb may move due to gravity and
this variation would also be recorded. This movement should be
of very low frequency and should be largely removed during the
band –pass filtering process. In addition, this should not have an
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impact on the angular values measured at the wrist which are used
for the decomposition.

After attaching the sensors, the hand was placed against a fixed
vertical plane in neutral P/S, neutral R/U deviation, and neutral F/E.
Five seconds of data in this neutral position at rest (rest-neut)
was used for calibration. Subjects then performed a series of five
tasks: rest, posture, posture-neutral (posture-neut), loaded hand in
posture, and finger-to-nose kinesis, each ten seconds in duration.

This series was repeated a total of three times. To avoid possible
effects of external loads and larger voluntary movements on wrist
tremor composition, only the simpler tasks/positions were con-
sidered. Therefore, only the two tasks of rest and posture that are
classically assessed in clinical neurological exam to elucidate
tremor were used in composition analysis. Resting tremor was
assessed with hands relaxed in neutral pronation on the subject’s
lap, and postural tremor was assessed with shoulders flexed at 90
degrees, arms extended anteriorly and pronated. Directional bias
was studied in the pronated position for R/U and in posture-neut
position for F/E and P/S. Start time for every task in a trial was
recorded for signal processing.

Kinematic Data Processing

Signal processing was performed in MatLab® (MathWorks,
R2011a). For each subject data file, the segments corresponding
to each trial were extracted for every task. Each segment included
three angular position signals for the wrist, and three linear
acceleration signals for the finger. For each angular position sig-
nal, the mean value during neutral position calibration was sub-
tracted before further processing. All tremor signals (both angular
position and acceleration) were band-pass filtered (2-20 Hz, least-
squared finite impulse response filter, order 2000). Signals were
symmetrically padded on both ends. For each tremor signal, after
filtering, root-mean-squared (RMS) value was calculated as the
measure of amplitude to avoid filter transient effects. Amplitude
for 3D finger tremor, amplitude for 3-components of wrist tremor,
and directional bias of each component during trials were calcu-
lated for 3-trials of rest and for 3-trials of posture. Three

Table 1: Subject Demographics for ET and PD

ET PD

Subject # Age Gender Yrs with Tremor Side Subject # Age Gender Yrs with Tremor Side

1 64 M 10 R 1 47 M 11 R

2 70 F 33 R 2 66 M 3 R

3 74 F 11 L 3 55 M 1 R

4 69 M 4 R 4 57 F 6 L

5 75 M 60 R 5 71 M 5 R

6 72 M 6 R 6 58 M 7 R

7 66 M 7 R 7 60 F 6 R

8 74 M 4 R 8 69 M 25 L

9 75 F 50 R 9 67 F 5 L

10 80 F 3 R 10 63 M 6 R

11 47 M 20 L 11 62 M 4 R

12 80 M 1 R

13 74 M 9 L

14 72 M 7 L

15 60 M 4 R

16 67 M 6 L

17 67 F 5 L

Total 69.6± 8.8 7 M 18.9± 20.0 9 R 64.4± 8.0 13 M 6.5± 5.4 10 R

ET= essential tremor, PD= Parkinspn’s Disease, Yrs= years

Figure 1: Tremor was measured by angle at the wrist, and by
acceleration at the interphalangeal joint. A) An electro-goniometer
measured wrist F/E and R/U. B) An inclinometer measured forearm
P/S. C) A light-weight 3D accelerometer collected distal finger movements
as a measure of overall tremor severity.
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dimensions of linear acceleration at the finger were combined
(RMS) to provide overall tremor severity. Percent contribution for
each of the three components to wrist tremor was determined with
respect to the summed 3D angular amplitude (F/E +R/U+ P/S).
Directional bias for each of the 3-components were calculated by
averaging the signal, taking into account direction (positive=F/R/P;
negative=E/U/S). Only the angular data for wrist movement was
used for tremor decomposition at the wrist. The acceleration data
was used for generating an overall tremor amplitude of the limb so
as to reflect how the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale
(UPDRS) items are measured.

Non-Kinematic Measures Method (Clinical Scales)

The following clinical scales of tremor were available for 8 ET
and 11 PD patients. A single assessor (MJ) conducted the
administration of UPDRS for the assessed hand. Items 20 (rest
tremor: hands L/R) and 21 (hands action tremor: L/R) were col-
lected for all patients. In the same data collection session, subjects
were asked to draw the Archimedes spiral and a straight line as
part of Fahn-Tolosa-Marin tremor rating scale for both hands.17

Tremor scores in lines and spirals drawing ranged from 0-4, and
were evaluated by a separate assessor for all patients.

Agreement between Kinematic and Clinical Derived Muscle
Selection Schemes

For the same group of subjects with recorded clinical scales
(8 ET and 11 PD patients), effect of tremor evaluation method
on the choice of muscles selected for potential injection was
examined. The clinical assessment was based on visual observa-
tion and the scores of the clinical scales used. The clinician

selected the muscle groups for injection and the dosages that may
be required for BoNT A injections (scheme 1). After recruitment
of all subjects, kinematic analysis data was presented in a rando-
mized order to the same clinician who was blinded to the clinical
assessment of the patients. Kinematic data gave the direction of
the movement, the amplitude and the relative contributions of
each tremor component without any identifiers (See Figure 2).

These pairs included P/S at the forearm, F/E and R/U at the
wrist. Similar to the visually-based clinical determination, the
clinician then selected injection parameters, including the muscles
and the possible dosage of BoNT A, for optimized outcome
(scheme 2).

A comparison was made between the clinically (scheme 1)
versus kinematically (scheme 2) determined muscles selected for
possible injection, and an agreement percentage was calculated.
For each subject, a muscle present in either selection method was
assigned an agreement value. A muscle selected in both schemes
was assigned the value 1 (agreement) while a muscle selected only
in one scheme was assigned 0 (disagreement). For each group of
subjects, mean agreement was calculated for each muscle as:

Agreement ð%Þ ¼ # agreement
# agreement + # disagreement

´ 100 ð% Þ 1

The mean agreement was reported per muscle. The agreement
analysis did not involve comparison of injection dosage. Finally,
overall agreement based on every single muscle selection was
reported for each group of subjects along with the average number
of muscles chosen for injection visually and kinematically

Statistical Analyses

Tremor acceleration amplitudes usually have skewed distribu-
tions and log-transformation is suggested in the literature.18-20

Therefore, overall finger tremor (combined 3D) amplitudes
were log-transformed before analysis. The log-transformed data
met criteria for parametric analysis. Average amplitude over three
trials was compared in a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
between effects of diagnosis and repeated measures for rest and
postural positions. Alpha level was set at.05 and Tukey’s honest
significance test was conducted for post-hoc analysis. The accel-
erometric data was not used for any of the decomposition analysis.

Percent contribution for each of the three components of wrist
tremor was averaged over three trials. The data violated homo-
geneity of variances (Levene’s test) as well as homogeneity of
covariances (Box M test). Therefore, components’ contributions
were separately compared for ET and PD patients, at rest and in
posture, using Kruskall-Wallis nonparametric test.

The averaged directional bias data over three trials, met criteria
for parametric analysis. For each group of subjects, a separate
univariate ANOVA compared directional bias in each of the wrist
tremor components (F/E, R/U, P/S). Confidence intervals (95%)
were used to examine if the average bias for a component is sig-
nificantly positive or negative. Statistical analyses were per-
formed in STATISTICA® 8.0, StatSoft Inc.

RESULTS

Eleven ET patients (70± 8.8 years) and 17 PD patients
(64± 8.0 years) were assessed with the demographics summar-
ized in Table 1.

Figure 2: Amplitude, composition, and directional bias of tremor at the
wrist for PD subject #9. A) Root mean square combined amplitude of
the 3-DOF in wrist tremor for rest, posture and neutral posture, with
mean and standard deviations of the amplitude over three trials are
presented. The grand average (horizontal line) is also presented. B) The
contribution of each component (F/E, R/U, and P/S) to the wrist tremor
for each posture. C) The directional bias in each group of antagonist
muscles (DOF). For P/S and F/E such a situation would be posture in
neutral pronation (posture-neut). The figure shows that this tremor is
predominantly a F/E and P/S type tremor at rest with bias towards
flexion and pronation.
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The summary of tremor scores is presented in Table 2. Average
finger tremor (acceleration, before log-transformation) and wrist
tremor (angle) amplitudes over all rest and posture trials are also
presented for each subject. Summed Items 20 (only hand) and 21
from UPDRS are presented for each subject along with the scores
in line and spiral drawings.

Since the 3D accelerometric measurement at the finger would
show tremor originating from the fingers, wrist and elbow, we
used the finger tremor amplitude to represent overall tremor
severity. Tremor amplitude of ET at rest was significantly lower
(F(1, 26)= 5.25, p= .030, and post-hoc Tukey’s HSD test) than

ET at posture and PD at rest, while PD at rest and posture were not
significantly different. In addition, ET and PD at posture were also
not significantly different. These data are presented in Figure 3-A.

In order to compare overall tremor severity between kinematic
and clinical measures (UPDRS tremor score), acceleration
amplitudes at rest and posture for finger tremor were averaged
over three trials. Wrist angle was also averaged in the same way.
These two measures were then individually compared to the
summed Items 20 and 21 of the UPDRS, which served as a clin-
ical indicator of overall tremor. Since the finger movement was
recorded as an acceleration and wrist movement as an angle, these

Table 2: Clinical and Kinematic Tremor Scores.

ET

Subject
#

Finger Accel.
(g) Rest

Finger Accel. (g)
Posture

Wrist Angle
(deg) Rest

Wrist Angle (deg)
Posture

UPDRS Item 20 score
Hand only

UPDRS Item
21 Score

Spiral
Drawing score

Line
Drawing
score

1 1.08 0.55 0.42 0.25 2 2 2 2

2 0.14 0.29 0.05 0.24 0 3 3 3

3 0.37 3.13 0.30 2.51 2 3 4 4

4 0.12 0.67 0.09 0.87 0 2.5 2 2

5 0.08 0.09 0.04 0.06 1 2.5 4 4

6 0.01 0.11 0.15 0.71 0 3 2 2

7 0.14 0.62 0.69 2.31 0 3 1 1

8 0.02 0.02 0.16 0.17 0 2 2 1

9 0.09 0.16 0.08 0.13

10 0.05 0.17 0.06 0.19

11 0.11 0.30 0.19 0.29

0.2± 0.3 0.6± 0.9 0.2± 0.2 0.7± 0.9 0.6± 0.9 2.6± 0.4 2.5± 1.1 2.4± 1.2

PD

1 4.99 6.97 2.09 6.19 3.5 3 3 2

2 1.02 3.17 0.28 0.62 2.5 2.5 0 0

3 0.08 0.14 0.04 0.10 3 0 0 0

4 3.91 5.21 1.35 2.79 3 2.5 4 4

5 0.40 0.34 0.24 0.15 2 1 1 1

6 4.03 5.59 2.51 2.47 3.5 3 1 0

7 0.11 0.30 0.07 0.15 3 1 1 1

8 2.53 5.76 0.49 1.40 2.5 2 4 4

9 0.33 0.26 0.30 0.18 1.5 1 1 1

10 0.28 0.23 0.20 0.19 2 0 0 0

11 0.06 0.10 1.98 0.08 3 0 1 0

12 0.19 0.23 0.14 0.12

13 0.08 0.15 0.05 0.08

14 0.37 0.22 0.32 0.12

15 1.11 1.95 0.74 0.74

16 0.21 0.73 0.10 0.35

17 6.61 7.01 4.30 4.82

Avg,SD 1.5± 2.1 2.3± 2.7 0.9± 1.2 1.2± 1.8 2.7± 0.6 1.5± 1.2 1.5± 1.5 1.2± 1.5

Clinical data was not available for ET subjects 9–11 for ET and PD subject 12–17.
ET= essential tremor, PD= Parkinsonian tremor, accel= acceleration tremor, angle= angular tremor (deg)= degree, Avg= average, SD= standard
deviation.
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could not be summed. There was a strong linear dependence
between UPDRS Items (20 + 21) and the kinematic measures
of tremor amplitude in both ET and PD (Pearson’s correlation
coefficient, r= 0.84, r= 0.84 for log-transformed average finger
tremor, and for average angular wrist tremor amplitudes respec-
tively). There was no significant difference in summed UPDRS
scores of hand rest and postural tremors between ET patients
(95% CI [2.6, 3.9]) and PD (95% CI [3.2, 5.0]) implying that there
was no difference in the two groups for tremor severity. However,
separated UPDRS Item 20 (hand tremor at rest: ET: [0, 1.3], PD:
[2.3, 3.1]) and 21 (action tremor: ET: [2.3, 2.9], PD: [0.7, 2.2])
were significantly different between the two groups of patients.
Similarly, the kinematic measures at rest and posture in ET and
PD showed no significant difference (finger rest: ET: [0.0, 0.5],
PD: [0.5, 2.7]; finger posture: ET: [0.0, 1.4], PD: [0.9, 4.2]; wrist
rest: ET: [0.1, 0.4], PD: [0.3, 1.4]; wrist posture: ET: [0.2, 1.6],
PD: [0.2, 2.4]). No significant differences were found in line
drawing (ET: [1.8, 3.2], PD: [0.6, 2.3]) or spiral drawing (ET:
[1.6, 3.1], PD: [0.3, 2.0]) scores.

The composition of tremor, for both groups of subjects and for
both tasks of rest and posture, is presented in Figure 3-b and c. For
ET at rest, none of the components was found to dominate the
wrist tremor (Kruskal-Wallis test: H(2, N= 33) = 3.76, p= .153).
For ET in posture, F/E was found to dominate the other two
components (H= 12.26, p= .002). For PD both at rest and in
posture, F/E was significantly larger than R/U (H(2, N= 51)
= 6.28, p= .043; H= 12.78, p= .002 respectively), but not P/S.

In order to divide each degree of freedom separately, we cal-
culated the directional bias for each pair of antagonist muscles at
the wrist (F vs. E, R vs. U, P vs. S) and not at the finger. This
indicated whether one directional component dominated for both
ET and PD. The average directional bias for each of the three wrist
tremor components and for both groups of subjects is presented
in Figure 3-d and e. For both groups of subjects, directional bias

was significantly different among the components (ET, F(2,
30)= 4.84, p= .015; PD, F(2, 48)= 36.18, p< .001). For ET
patients, the only significant average bias was for P/S which was
toward pronation. For PD patients, all three components had sig-
nificant average directional biases. The bias for F/E was toward
extension, for R/U toward ulnar deviation, and for P/S toward
pronation.

With respect to composition, wrist tremor movements were
often complex with none of the components (F/E, R/U and P/S)
clearly dominating the tremulous motion. To assess this com-
plexity, a component was deemed to be dominant if contribution
was >70% (arbitrarily). For each subject, rest and posture trials
were separately averaged for ET and PD, and then evaluated for
the occurrence of any component above this threshold. This ana-
lysis revealed that for ET the dominance percentages were (rest:
0%, posture: 36%) and for PD (rest: 23%, posture: 23%). As an
example, wrist tremor composition for three different subjects is
demonstrated in Figure 4. This example clearly demonstrates that
visual decomposition of the wrist tremor movement, depending
on the patient and situation, could vary from simple (case-a) to
very challenging (case-b).

Agreement between scheme 1 and scheme 2 in selecting
muscles that contribute to tremor was then evaluated. When a
specific muscle appeared in both the schemes, an agreement
number of 1 was assigned; if the muscle appeared in only one of
the two schemes, the number was 0. The determination was done
for every muscle that was used in the schemes and the list is
presented, with the agreements in Table 3.

DISCUSSION

Tremor is a relatively treatment-resistant symptom of PD, and
ET is one of the most common movement disorders.21 This study

Figure 3: A) Finger amplitude for overall tremor severity for ET
and PD averaged over three trials of each condition. B) Composition of
wrist tremor contrasted between rest and posture tasks for ET and
C) PD. Contribution was calculated for each DOF (F/E, R/U, and
P/S) amplitude with respect to the sum of all 3-DOF amplitudes.
D) Directional bias across 3-DOF in wrist tremor for ET and E) PD.
Confidence interval outside zero is considered significant bias.

Figure 4: Illustration of wrist tremor complexity in 3 DOF for three
subjects. Each line represents the motion of the wrist recorded every
0.1 sec. Movement of the red dot along the X-axis represents F/E, along
the Y-axis R/U, and the line rotation (angle) representing P/S. In A) for
PD subject #6 at rest, the tremor is predominantly P/S with minimal
F/E or R/U deviations. In B) for PD subject #2 in posture, the tremor is
a combination of F/E and P/S. In C) for ET subject #10 in posture, the
tremor is predominantly F/E with slight P/S.
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addresses three major assumptions: 1) that because tremor is easy
to spot, it should be easy to treat 2) that because tremor is easy to
visualize, tremor dynamics must be easy to decompose and 3) that
ET tremor presents as an action tremor (postural or kinetic) while
PD tremor presents as a pill-rolling rest tremor. Detailed kine-
matic assessment of both tremor types to decompose tremor
dynamics suggest these assumptions may not be true, and provide
insightful clinical implications for selecting such management
options as BoNT A for tremor.

Although tremor in ET and PD can involve the head, face, and
tongue, the most common site remains the limbs, particularly the
upper limbs. Subsequent functional impairment is a result of tre-
mor and this can be substantially disabling if the dominant arm is
affected.22,23 In addition, the presence of tremor is an obvious
visible symptom which can be cosmetically disabling, making
patients feel as though they “stand out” as patients. Due to such
functional and cosmetic disability, an effective treatment method
for focal wrist tremor remains an important need in affected
individuals. While options exist for management of ET and PD
tremor, the side effects of medication and risk in brain surgery
pose considerable risk, especially in the older age group.3

Botulinum toxin injection therapy has shown efficacy and is
indicated for the management of focal disorders such as torticollis,
blepharospasm, writing tremor, task-specific writing dystonia,
and upper limb spasticity.24-28 Although tremor has been treated
with BoNT A, the studies have been open-label.29 or small and
the results of BoNT A have not generally been particularly
favorable.3,7,30 In the study by Jankovic et al. for ET, injection
with BoNT A indeed reduced postural tremor amplitude as mea-
sured by accelerometry and clinical rating scales.6 However, all
patients had some degree of weakness as a side effect, and func-
tional disability and action tremor did not improve significantly.

It is possible that despite the reduction in tremor, weakness
overshadowed the improvement and resulted in a lack of sig-
nificant functional improvement seen. Nevertheless, the authors
did suggest that chemodenervation with BoNT A was a viable
option for treatment of ET. However, this has not been largely
accepted as an important treatment option by clinicians, nor is it
reimbursed by insurance companies.

The lack of functional improvement using BoNT A is the side
effect profile that is produced by the injection. Injections can
produce substantial weakness in the muscles due to its well-
known action.31,32 This weakness is in the muscles injected and
also in the adjacent muscles due to the spread of the toxin. It is
known that this weakness and spread is dose and volume depen-
dent.33,34 However, the most significant determinant of this side
effect may be the selection of the appropriate and most responsible
muscles that contribute to the tremor seen and the dosage injected
within the muscles. The most important component of muscle
selection is the clinician’s ability to determine the predominant
direction of movement of the affected body part. This is true even
for dystonia and spasticity, the two other syndromes where BoNT
A is successfully used. In these conditions, the movement is
generally fairly stereotyped and the predominant postures of the
body parts affected can be visually assessed by the clinician.
However, when tremor is superimposed on, for example,cervical
dystonia, the assessment of the movement and the subsequent
injection pattern determination becomes that much more difficult.

To date, the tremor of PD and ET have been assumed to have
well established “clinical features”: rest tremor in PD and postural
and kinetic tremor in ET. Additionally, the predominant compo-
sition of these tremor types has been also assumed to be F/E,
mainly present at the wrist.7,11,29,33,35-37 Finally, despite the
complexity of such tremors, the judgment of which muscles to

Table 3: Agreement in all muscles selected for injection.

Muscle ET PD

Name Abr. Present in a selection Agreem-ent (%) Present in a selection Agreem-ent (%)

Flexor carpi ulnaris FCU 8 50 11 64

Flexor carpi radialis FCR 7 57 10 70

Extensor carpi ulnaris ECU 7 29 8 75

Extensor carpi radialis ECR 7 29 8 63

Supinator SUP 6 33 8 50

Pronator teres PRT 6 33 7 57

Pronator quadratus PRQ 5 40 6 17

Biceps brachii BIC 4 0 5 20

Triceps brachii TRI 0 0 1 0

Flexor digitorum superficialis FDS 0 0 1 0

Flexor pollicis longus FPL 0 0 1 0

Overall Agreement 36% 53%

# Muscles Selected Kinematically 4 4

# Muscles Selected Clinically 5 5

ET= essential tremor, PD= Parjkinsonian tremor.
The first and second columns list all the muscles with abbreviations (Abr.). The columns titled “Present in a selection” shows the numbers of subjects where
that particular muscle was chosen. The column titled “Agreement” shows the percentage agreement for that muscle between scheme 1 and scheme 2.
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inject and the dosage of BoNT A required is achieved purely on
visual inspection. Tremor in the upper limb can be complex to
assess visually simply because of the number of body parts
involved. For example, the tremor is present often at the elbow,
wrist and in fingers. In addition, each of these joints has many
degrees of freedom in terms of movement. The wrist can flex and
extend, and show ulnar and radial deviation, while at the same
time the elbow may show pronation-supination. Such multi-
dimensional motion is then summed in producing the actual tre-
mor. The clinician has to visually decompose these components
and then determine the relative contributions of each in order to
estimate which muscle groups to select for injection. In most cases
this is a very difficult task and may over- or under-estimate the
movement subcomponents. If this happens, the injections of
BoNT A may be given in incorrect muscle groups resulting in
suboptimal benefit and increased side effects. Therefore, methods
that assess tremor composition beyond simple accelerometric
measurements become essential.

This study demonstrates that tremor, in both rest and posture, is
present in ET and PD. In ET, the tremor is clearly posture pre-
dominant while in PD both rest and posture were equal in our
cohort. The amplitude of PD tremor was overall higher in our
subjects. In addition, significant variability existed in the tremor
amplitude. These results are shown in panels A of Figure 2 and
Figure 3. The postural component of PD tremor in our cohort may
be a result of patients with more severe tremor than a typical PD
patient but it emphasizes the point that tremor in posture can exist
with as much severity in PD as rest and may contribute to func-
tional disability doing tasks.

The complex composition of tremor in ET and PD is shown in
Figure 3-b. In ET, at rest, all three components of F/E, R/U and P/
S are contributing almost equally. With posture, this composition
changes significantly so that F/E becomes predominant. However,
P/S and R/U do persist but at a much lower proportion. Hence, if a
patient has predominant posture related issues with ET, the sug-
gestion would be to begin injections with BoNT A with those
muscle groups that contribute to flexion and extension. If the
patient is also seen to have rest tremor and the diagnosis is still ET,
then additional injections with P/S and R/U can be considered.
Analysis of the directional bias of these components with respect
to the contributions towards movement as seen in Figure 3-d show
that the injections should be equally divided between the muscle
groups contributing to F/E and R/U while pronators should
receive more than supinators.

Figure 3-c also shows that in PD tremor F/E and P/S were
equally significant at rest and in posture and contributed sig-
nificantly higher than R/U in both conditions. This suggests that
when considering injections for PD tremor, both of these move-
ment subcomponents should be injected from the start and prob-
ably in equal amounts. Analysis of directional bias of these
components with respect to the contribution towards the tremor
for these patients shows that the injection amounts should be
divided between the antagonist muscles such that extensors
should receive more than flexors; ulnar deviators more than radial
deviators, and pronators more than supinators. One can hypothe-
size a decision tree where, extensor carpi radialis (ECR) and
extensor carpi ulnaris ECU are injected, with ECU>ECR while
pronator quadratis(PRQ) and pronator teres (PRT) are injected
more than supinator (SUP) and potentially biceps brachii (BIC).
Since this study was undertaken to show the complexity and

dynamics of the tremor, we have not specifically indicated the
dosages of BoNT A to be used for injection but have shown the
important issues that may guide injections. In addition, experi-
enced injectors along with those that do not have access to kine-
matics may use their clinical judgment for the dosing, but with the
knowledge as to which groups to target as they commence and
continue their injections.

This study showed significant variability in the tremor para-
meters within (Figure 2) and between (Figure 3) subject groups. It
has been already shown that, after tremor amplitude, the second
most variable factor in wrist tremor is its composition.38 Fur-
thermore, change in the task might considerably change the
composition of wrist tremor (Figure 2). This means that a single
and simple visual inspection of tremor in one situation might not
be enough. In a clinical setting it is extremely difficult to observe a
patient’s tremor in a variety of different positions and determine
the overall composition of the tremor. Indeed, the clinician does
not have the ability to summate over a period of time or over
different positions. Due to this variability and the difficulty in
perceiving this by simple visual inspection, it is quite likely that
the muscle selection may not be optimal. Kinematics provide a
reliable and reproducible, objective measure that solves in our
mind, this very important issue of tremor decomposition.

Since the determination of the predominant characteristics of
motion in the tremor is done visually, we compared the composi-
tion and the subsequent muscle selection for injection done by this
method to what was provided by the kinematic assessment.
Although this comparison was not the main goal of this study, low
agreement between clinical assessment in the hands of an experi-
enced injector and what was given by the objective kinematic
assessment highlights the inherent difference between subjective
visual and objective kinematic assessment of complexity of tremor.
Table 3 shows that overall there was only a 36% and 53% agree-
ment for muscles chosen visually versus in the blinded kinematic
assessment, for ET and PD respectively. We do not know that the
kinematic assessment was the more accurate one in terms of out-
come after BoNT A injection. This would require a head-to-head
comparative design which is a complex and large endeavour. The
goal of this study was to reveal the dynamics of tremor and high-
light the fact that the mediocre results from other studies of BoNTA
injections based on visual assessment may at least in part be a result
of a simplistic assessment of tremor. It makes logical sense that
understanding the dynamics and then guiding the injections based
upon kinematics may improve the clinical outcome of BoNT A
treatment. This study is currently on-going at our centre.
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